In this work we present Publication Access Through Tiered Interaction & Exploration (PATTIE) -an information foraging, sense-making, and exploratory spatial-semantic information retrieval (IR) system (http://pattie.unc.edu/plos). Non-spatial, spatial IR systems, and some recent studies focused on their principal functions are discussed and compared. To interactively work through a use-case from the biomedical domain, instructions are provided for readers to conduct exploratory searches directly on the PLOS archive based on the software embedded in the online version of this paper (http://vzlib.unc.edu/software/). To carefully evaluate some of the critical parameters of the PATTIE algorithm, and the core functions of the implemented system, a set of experiments were conducted. Along with details on the experimental methods and their rationale, key findings from the experiments are analyzed and presented. Finally, with an eye toward the future of software-embedded scientific papers, their potential benefits for supporting direct engagement with scientific content, replication, and validation are discussed.
Introduction
assures that the users can explore the most updated data. The client side is built on a 66 JavaScript visualization library D3.js [31] . Ajax is implemented on the client side to 67 asynchronously communicate with the server while content is dynamically explored, 68 maintaining user work space without reloading the web page. 
Server-side: Data Retrieval and Initial Clustering 70
As with the standard of the modern search systems, PATTIE presents a text box for a 71 user to type in a query (Fig 3) although it can also initiate a process of information 72 exploration without a query. When a search terms are provided, PATTIE retrieves N 73 latest articles that map to the search terms. in any textual fields including titles, 74 abstracts, and body texts. When no search terms are provided, PATTIE retrieves N 75 latest articles indexed in the PLOS archive in order to provide the user a mechanism for 76 archive sense-making. N is fixed to a constant in order to dynamically cluster archival 77 content in constant time which facilitates real-time processing.
78
To some extent, this is similar to the idea of mini-batch k-means [32] which has been 79 observed to perform significantly faster than k-means while still converging on a similar 80 clustering solution. Instead of complete randomness, however, PATTIE focuses on index 81 recency as biomedical researchers are generally concerned with emerging concepts in 82 their field. Limiting the number of documents by N may have an impact on the the 83 resulting cluster structure and its quality. However, we assume that the effect is limited 84 when N is set to a sufficiently large value. We will empirically investigate the validity of 85 this assumption in the Discussion section. the underlying PLOS API. Currently, the system retrieves concatenated titles and 88 abstracts, but other indexed fields are available and we plan to study their use in future 89 work.
90
After mapping the query to the archive and retrieving a document set, PATTIE 91 executes a unsupervised machine learning pipeline that is in sequential order below.
92
The pipeline was evaluated and it was concluded that PATTIE can partition There are two panels and buttons for Scatter/Gather (Fig 4) sharply improved as the sample size increased up to 2,000 for Title and Abstract and 207 then stabilized while full-text data was not as effective.
208
The result indicates that more information does not necessarily translate to greater 209 performance in clustering documents potentially due to more irrelevant words brought 210 in with full text. A difference from our previous work [23] is that using titles only did 211 not yield as good clusters as using abstracts. In fact, the difference between Abstract Here, it should be noted that the above experiment only examined cluster quality, 
Use Case

254
In the following, we will demonstrate how PATTIE can be used to explore the PLOS 255 digital archive with respect to a use-case involving a university student s workflow for with unintended gene-edits then these studies are crucial to understanding how 309 modulation of CRISPR activity will need to be further investigated.
310
The student has now scoped the information space by iterating through tradition. We hope to provide a tool to support Research Analytics that will enable 340 insightful exploration of the PLOS Digital Archive. For more information on the 341 concept of an executable article see S1 Appendix.
